The following best practices have been developed for linking “Proofs of Compliance” against CALEA Standards to document continued compliance. These are guidelines to be used by agencies participating in the CALEA Accreditation Processes.

Continued Compliance approaches web-based and site-based assessments as a “point in time” rather than a deadline. This is accomplished by providing consistent accreditation maintenance, tracking agency performance, and identifying changes to agency procedures.

**Naming of Assessments:**
Use a standard naming convention:
(Name of Process: Start Month/Year of Time Period – End Month/Year of Time Period)

Examples:
1. CALEA Law Enforcement Adv. Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year
2. CALEA Law Enforcement Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year
3. CALEA Training Academy Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year
4. CALEA Communication Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year
5. CALEA Campus Security Adv. Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year
6. CALEA Campus Security Accreditation: Month/Year – Month/Year

**Proofs required for documentation:** Agencies are to **document each applicable standard annually** and are to refer to Appendix G to review how many proofs are required for documentation.

- Agencies in their initial accreditation are responsible for providing minimally one year of proof of compliance for all applicable standards. Documentation does not need to be provided prior to the date of enrollment or date of implementation of the written directive.
- Agencies in their reaccreditation process will provide four consecutive years of compliance documentation as required by Appendix G and as indicated by the standard.

*(Contact your Regional Program Manager with questions)*

**Naming Convention:**
The following guidelines should be used when naming attachments in PowerDMS. Please be as specific as possible when naming attachments and highlights – clarify what needs to be conveyed. The most important thing is consistency in labeling items. Consistency will assist agency personnel, Compliance Services Members (CSM), Mock Assessors, and Site-based Assessor in reviewing files.
Legend
1. WD = Written Directive
   a. Definition - Any written document used to guide or affect the Performance or conduct of agency employees. The term includes policies, procedures, rules and regulations, general orders, special orders, memorandums, and instructional material.
   b. A Written Directive would be labeled: WD, Description
   c. If more than one WD is required, label: WD.1, WD.2, etc.

Written Directive (WD) attachment example

2. Proof = Proof of Compliance
   a. Definition – Any document used to demonstrate that tasks or activities described in a written directive are actually completed and the methods used are effective for the agency. Proof documentation may include completed forms, completed reports, completed checklists, analysis, audits, evaluations, inventories, photos, videos, audio files, screen shots, or other applicable items.
   b. A Proof would be labeled: Bullet, *(if applicable)*, Proof, Year, Description
      • Calendar year is recommended, but agencies may determine how they identify the Year (2020 or Year 1 or Y1)
   c. If more than one Proof is required annually as per Appendix G, label: Bullet *(if applicable)*, Proof (1), Year, Description
3. Note = any other entry
   a. N/A = Not Applicable Size/Function: Attach a Simple Note titled NA and the specific reason why the standard is not applicable to the agency based on size or function. Guiding Principles for Functions Delegated should be reviewed to determine applicability (Appendix B)

   b. No Occur = Did not Occur. Include year of non-occurrence

   c. INT = Interview: Include position of who should be interviewed

   d. OBSV = Observation: Include specifics on what should be observed during the Site-based assessment. Consider the use of photographs, videos, screen shots, or video files for Observation standards.

   *Document standards so that compliance can be verified remotely during the Web-based Assessment*

   Simple Note attachment example

   ![NOTE NA Agency does not own or control canines](image)

4. Highlights are labeled with any applicable bullet(s) and description AND are to be linked to the applicable bullet(s) within the standard.
Proof with bulleted highlights example

Order of Attachments: By default, attachments are added to the bottom of the list in the PowerDMS Assessment Tool. For consistency and to prevent having to re-order each time an attachment/proof is added, it is recommended the order of years be displayed with the oldest proof on top and newest proof at the bottom.

Examples

Standard without bullets

CALEA Standard:

Description of Organization - A written directive describes the agency's organizational structure and functions, is depicted graphically on an organizational chart that is reviewed and updated as needed and is available to all personnel and the public.

WD Description of Organization
Proof Department webpage illustrating Organizational Chart available to all personnel and public
Proof 2018 Org Chart reviewed
Proof 2019 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Proof 2020 Org Chart reviewed
Proof 2021 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Standard with multiple bullets and attachments

CALEA Standard:

**Personnel Early Intervention System Established** - A written directive establishes a Personnel Early Intervention System to identify agency employees who may require agency intervention efforts. The directive shall include:

- definitions of employee behaviors or actions to be included for review;
- threshold or trigger levels to initiate a review of employee actions or behavior;
- a review of identified employees, based on current patterns of collected material, that is approved by the agency CEO or designee;
- agency reporting requirements of conduct and behavior;
- documented annual evaluation of the system;
- the responsibility of supervisors;
- remedial action; and
- some type of employee assistance such as a formal employee assistance Program, peer counseling, etc.

WD.1 PER 42-664 Early Intervention
WD.2 H. HR 25 Employee Assistance Program
A. B. C. Proof 2017 Early Intervention Review
D. E. Proof 2018 2017 Annual Evaluation
F. Proof 2017 Report of supervisor’s doc pattern of tardiness
G. Note No Occur 2017
H. Proof 2017 Employee assistance avail to all personnel
A. B. C. Proof 2018 Early Intervention Review
D. E. Proof 2019 2018 Annual Evaluation
F. Proof 2018 Report of supervisor’s doc pattern unsatisfactory work perf
G. Proof 2018 Letter of Remedial Training
H. Proof 2018 Employee assistance available to all personnel
A. B. C. Proof 2019 Early Intervention Review
D. E. Proof 2020 2019 Annual Evaluation
F. Proof 2019 Report of supervisors documenting pattern of tardiness
G. Note No Occur 2019
H. Proof 2019 Employee assistance available to all personnel
A. B. C. Proof 2020 Early Intervention Review
D. E. Proof 2021 2020 Annual Evaluation
F. Proof 2020 Report of supervisors documenting pattern call in
G. Proof 2020 Letter of Remedial Training
H. Proof 2020 Employee assistance available to all personnel

**Attaching one document to multiple bullets** – When a single document demonstrates compliance with multiple components or bullets of a standard, that single document does not need to be loaded multiple times for each bullet but may be loaded a single time and highlighted to associate or link with the applicable bullets.

**Attaching an additional year of documentation** – After four years of compliance have been documented and the agency is ready to attach the next consecutive year, the oldest year of proof(s) of compliance may be removed from the assessment (deleted) when the newest year is added, thus always maintaining four consecutive years of continued compliance.

**EXAMPLE:**

When adding a proof for year 2022 to the following standard, the accreditation manager would remove the proof for 2018, always keeping four years of documentation for continued compliance with the standard.
File with 2018 – 2021 / Year’s 1 -4 Proofs:

Naming Convention Calendar Year (Recommended):
WD Description of Organization
Proof Department webpage illustrating Organizational Chart available to all personnel and public
Proof 2018 Org Chart reviewed
Proof 2019 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Proof 2020 Org Chart reviewed
Proof 2021 Org Chart reviewed and updated

Alternate Naming Convention:
WD Description of Organization
Proof Department webpage illustrating Organizational Chart available to all personnel and public
Proof Y1 Org Chart reviewed
Proof Y2 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Proof Y3 Org Chart reviewed
Proof Y4 Org Chart reviewed and updated

Naming convention of calendar year

(Recommended)

Naming convention of Year 1 (Y1)
File with next consecutive year 2022 / Year 5 Proof Added:

Naming Convention Calendar Year (Recommended):
WD Description of Organization
Proof Department webpage illustrating Org. Chart available to all personnel and public
Proof 2019 Org. Chart reviewed and updated
Proof 2020 Org. Chart reviewed
Proof 2021 Org. Chart reviewed and updated
Proof 2022 Org. Chart reviewed

Alternate Naming Convention:
WD Description of Organization
Proof Department webpage illustrating Org. Chart available to all personnel and public
Proof Y2 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Proof Y3 Org Chart reviewed
Proof Y4 Org Chart reviewed and updated
Proof Y5 Org Chart reviewed

Naming convention of calendar year
(Recommended)  Naming convention of Year 1 (Y1)
Site-based Assessment -

1. Agencies conducting reaccreditation processes should have 4 years of documentation completed for all applicable standards.

2. **After the final report is approved in CIMRS and delivered to the CEO**, archive the assessment in PowerDMS (*Tip: Bookmark your assessment prior to archiving it*)

3. Create a new assessment.
   a. Define the next period in the naming of the assessment.
      EXAMPLE: CALEA Training Academy 7/2024 – 7/2028

4. Copy all attachments to the new assessment

5. Begin adding a new proof(s) of compliance and removing the oldest year per this best practice guideline, **always maintaining four years of documentation. (for first reaccreditation, obtain 4 years of documentation prior to removing the oldest year)**

   **NOTE:** After you have 4 years history of documentation, each subsequent year you will add compliance documentation/Proof and delete the OLDEST year’s Proofs from the standard. After four years, no Proofs should remain from the archived assessment.

**Redaction:** It is recommended that any confidential information be redacted prior to uploading a document into PowerDMS.

**Physical Signatures:** There is no requirement to have a physical signature on documents to demonstrate compliance. This prevents printing, signing and scanning specific reports. Agencies may use electronic signatures or denote the author of the document where appropriate.

**Setting Statuses:** Review each standard annually to determine applicability. Upon completing and attaching required documentation of compliance annually to the assessment, set the status as appropriate in at least one Role: (In Compliance, Not Applicable, Elected 20%). **Calculate statuses** or tally annually and/or as requested by CSM’s and Site-based Assessment Team.

**Documentation:** Provide documentation for each applicable standard and each bullet each year per Appendix G and in compliance with all time sensitive standards.

**Written Directive Updates:** When an organization updates their written directive for any standard within an assessment cycle, the agency should replace the previous written directive within the PowerDMS Assessment Tool and only have the most current version for review to verify compliance.

**Commentary:** It is recommended to associate documents and highlights to the standard statement and appropriate bullet(s) and to NOT associate or attach/link to any portion of the Commentary.

**Compliance Services Member (CSM)/Site-Based Assessor:** Assign CSM’s and Site-Based Assessor to **ALL** standards each year per the instructions. ([video](#))

**Auto-Generated Tasks for the locked CSM Role**
Attachments that are updated in an assessment AFTER a status has been set by the CSM (or any
locked role) will generate a task for the locked role that states: “PLEASE REVIEW: An attachment to this standard has been modified.” This task is viewable by the person(s) assigned to the locked role, the Master Administrator, or any user with Audit or Edit rights to the assessment. During subsequent annual reviews, CSMs may review any attachment that is modified after a standard has been found in compliance from the previous review. The auto-generated task for the locked role is a reminder to the CSM to review the attachment to determine continued compliance. A separate guide has been created to instruct CSMs in clearing these auto-generated tasks, but CALEA does not require the tasks to be removed.

**Continued Compliance** is the intent of this process, with no beginning/end. Periods of time or “cycles” are defined only for managing web-based and site-based points in time. Be consistent with naming conventions and maintenance of accreditation files.

**Questions:** Contact your Regional Program Manager with process questions and PowerDMS Support ([support@powerdms.com](mailto:support@powerdms.com) or 888-959-5158) for assistance with the electronic Assessment Tool.